Complex-valued neural networks are not a new concept, however, the use of real-valued models has often been favoured over complex-valued models due to difficulties in training and performance. When comparing real-valued versus complex-valued neural networks, existing literature often ignores the number of parameters, resulting in comparisons of neural networks with vastly different sizes. We find that when real and complex neural networks of similar capacity are compared, complex models perform equal to or slightly worse than real-valued models for a range of real-valued classification tasks. The use of complex numbers allows neural networks to handle noise on the complex plane. When classifying real-valued data with a complex-valued neural network, the imaginary parts of the weights follow their real parts. This behaviour is indicative for a task that does not require a complex-valued model. We further investigated this in a synthetic classification task. We can transfer many activation functions from the real to the complex domain using different strategies. The weight initialisation of complex neural networks, however, remains a significant problem.
Introduction
In recent years complex-valued neural networks have been successfully applied to a variety of tasks, specifically in signal processing where the input data has a natural interpretation in the complex domain. Complex-valued neural networks are often compared to real-valued networks. We need to ensure that these architectures are comparable in their model size and capacity. This aspect of the comparison is rarely studied or only dealt with superficially. A metric for their capacity is the number of real-valued parameters. The introduction of complex numbers into a model increases the computational complexity and the number of real-valued parameters, but assumes a certain structure of weights and data input. This paper explores the performance of complex-valued multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with varying depth and width. We consider the number of parameters and choice of activation function in benchmark classification tasks of realvalued data. We present a complex-valued multi-layer perceptron architecture and its training process. We consider various activation functions and the number of real-valued parameters in both the complex and real case. We propose two methods to construct comparable networks: 1) by setting a fixed number of real-valued neurons per layer and 2) by setting a fixed budget of real-valued parameters. As benchmark task we choose MNIST digit classification arXiv:1811.12351v1 [cs. LG] 29 Nov 2018 3 
Complex-Valued Neural Networks
We define a complex-valued neuron analogous to its real-valued counter-part and consider its differences in structure and training. The complex neuron can be defined as:
with an activation function φ applied to the input x ∈ ¼ n , complex weight w ∈ ¼ n and complex bias b ∈ ¼. Arranging m neurons into a layer:
with an input
The activation function φ in the above definitions can be a function φ : ¼ → or φ : ¼ → ¼. We will consider the choice of the non-linear activation function φ in more detail in Section 6. In this work, we choose a simple real-valued loss function but complex-valued loss functions could be subject for future work. There is no total ordering on the field of complex numbers, since i 2 = −1. A complex-valued loss function would require defining a partial ordering on complex numbers (similar to a linear matrix inequality).
The training process in the complex domain differs, because activation functions are often not entirely complexdifferentiable. If the function f is complex-differentiable at all points of Ω it is called holomorphic. While in the real-valued case the existence of a limit is sufficient for a function to be differentiable, the complex definition in Equation 3 implies a stronger property.
Definition 3.2.
A complex function f (x + iy) = u(x, y) + iv(x, y) with real-differentiable functions u(x, y) and v(x, y) is complex-differentiable if they satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann Equations:
We represent a complex number z ∈ ¼ with two real numbers z = x + iy. For f to be holomorphic, the limit not only needs to exist for the two functions u(x, y) and v(x, y), but the (partial) derivatives must also satisfy the CauchyRiemann Equations. That also means that a function can be non-holomorphic (i.e. not complex-differentiable) in z, but still be analytic in its parts x, y. Hence, to satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann Equations, real differentiability of functions u(x, y) and v(x, y) is not a sufficient condition to satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann Equations (Definition 3.2).
In order to apply the chain rule for non-holomorphic functions, the property of many non-holomorphic functions to be differentiable with respect to their real and imaginary parts can be utilised. We consider the complex function f (z,z) to be a function of z and its complex conjugatez. Effectively, we choose a different basis for our partial derivatives.
These derivatives are a consequence of Wirtinger calculus (or ¼ -calculus). They allow the application of the chain rule to many non-holomorphic functions for multiple complex variables z i :
Many non-holomorphic functions are also not entirely differentiable with respect to their real parts. The general practice of computing gradients only at specific points allows using a wide range of complex activation functions. The training process, however, can become numerically unstable. The unstable training process makes it necessary to devise special methods to avoid problematic regions of the function. The Wirtinger calculus, described above, provides an alternative method for computing the gradient that also improves the stability of the training process.
Interaction of Parameters
Any complex number z = x + iy = r * e iϕ can be represented by two real numbers: the real part Re(z) = x and the imaginary part Im(z) = y or equivalently as magnitude |z| = x 2 + y 2 = r and phase (angle) ϕ = arctan( x y ). Consequently, any complex-valued function on one or more complex-variables can be expressed as a function on two real variables f (z) = f (x, y) = f (r, ϕ).
Despite the straight forward use and representation in neural networks, complex numbers define an interaction between the two parts. Consider the operations necessary in the regression outlined in Equation 2 to be composed of real and imaginary parts (or, equivalently, magnitude and phase). Each element z 1 ∈ ¼ of the weight matrix W ∈ ¼ n×m interacts with an element z 2 ∈ ¼ of an input x ∈ ¼ n :
In an equivalent representation with Euler's constant e iϕ = cos(ϕ) + isin(ϕ) as polar form. 
Complex parameters increase the computational complexity of a neural network as more operations are required.
Instead of a single real-valued multiplication, up to four real multiplications and two real additions are required.
As can be seen in Equations 7 and 8 the computational complexity can be significantly reduced depending on the implementation and representation chosen.
Consequently, simply doubling the number of real-valued parameters per layer is not sufficient to achieve the same effect as in complex-valued neural networks. This is illustrated when a complex number z = a + ib is expressed in a equivalent matrix representation. Specifically, as 2 × 2 matrix M in the ring of M 2 ( ):
This augmented representation facilitates computing the multiplication of an input x with a complex-valued weight matrix W as:
This interaction consequently means that architecture design needs to be reconsidered in order to facilitate this structure. A deep learning architecture that performs well with real-valued parameters may not work for complex-valued parameters and vice versa. Models that do not facilitate the structure or tasks that do not require complex-valued representations will not improve in performance.
Our experiments show that real-valued data does not require this structure. The imaginary part of the input Im(x) is zero, so Equations 7 and 11 simplify to:
For the training this means that the real parts Re(x) and Re(W) dominate the overall classification of a real-valued data point. In later sections we discuss our experiment results and illustrate the training with a synthetic classification task.
Capacity
The number of (real-valued) parameters is a metric to quantify the capacity of a network in its ability to approximate structurally complex functions. With too many parameters the model tends to overfit the data while with too few parameters it tends to underfit.
A consequence of representing a complex number a + ib using real numbers (a, b) is that the number of real parameters of each layer is doubled: p ¼ = 2p . The number of real-valued parameters per layer should be equal (or at least as close as possible) between the real-valued and its complex-valued architecture. This ensures that models have the same capacity. Performance differences are caused by introducing complex numbers as parameters and not by a capacity difference.
Consider the number of parameters in a fully-connected layer in the real case and in the complex case. Let n be the input dimension and m the number of neurons, then the number of parameters of a real-valued layer p and of a complex layer p ¼ is given by
For a multi-layer perceptron with k hidden layers, and output dimension c the number of real-valued parameters without bias is given by:
At first glance designing comparable multi-layer neural network architectures, i.e. with the same number of realvalued parameters in each layer, is trivial. However, halving the number of neurons in every layer will not achieve parameter comparability. The number of neurons define the output dimensions of a layer and the following layer's input dimension. We addressed this problem by choosing MLP architectures with an even number of hidden layers k and the number of neurons per layer to be alternating between m and m 2 . We receive the same number of real parameters in each layer of a complex-valued MLP compared to a real-valued network. Let us consider the dimensions of outputs and weights with k = 4 hidden layers. For the real-valued case:
where m i is the number of (complex or real) neurons of the i-th layer. The equivalent using m i complex-valued neurons would be:
Another approach to the design of comparable architectures is to work with a parameter budget. Given a fixed budget of real parameters p we can define real or complex MLP with an even number k ≥ 0 of hidden layers such that the network's parameters are within that budget. The k hidden layers and the input layer have the same number of real or complex neurons m = m ¼ . The number of neurons in the last layer is defined by the number of classes c.
Activation Functions
In any neural network an important decision is the choice of non-linearity. With the same number of parameters in each layer, we are able to study the effects that activation functions have on the overall performance. An important theorem to be considered for the choice of activation function is the Liouville Theorem. The theorem states that any bounded holomorphic function f : ¼ → ¼ (that is differentiable on the entire complex plane) must be constant. Hence, we need to choose unbounded and/or non-holomorphic activation functions.
To investigate the performance of complex models assuming a function which is linearly separable in the complex parameters we chose the identity function. This allows us to identify tasks that may not be linearly separable in using m neurons, but are linearly separable in ¼ using m ¼ neurons. An example would be the approximation of the XOR function [2] . The hyperbolic tangent is a well-studied function and defined for both complex and real numbers. The rectifier linear unit is also well understood and frequently used in a real-valued setting, but has not been considered in a complex-valued setting. It illustrates separate application on the two parts of a complex number. The magnitude and squared magnitude functions are chosen to map complex numbers to real numbers.
• Identity (or no activation function):
• Hyperbolic tangent:
• Rectifier linear unit (ReLU):
• Intensity (or magnitude squared):
• Magnitude (or complex absolute):
Before applying the logistic function in the last layer we use another function φ : ¼ → to receive a real-valued loss. We chose the squared magnitude φ(z) = |z| 2 . The intensity or probability amplitude of two interfering waves gives us a geometrically and probabilistically interpretable output.
Experiments
To compare real and complex-valued multi-layer perceptrons ( Figure 1 ) we investigated them in various classification tasks. In all of the following experiments the task was to assign a single class to each real-valued data point using complex-valued multi-layer perceptrons:
• Experiment 1: We tested MLPs with k = 0, 2, 4, 8 hidden layers, fixed width of units in each layer in realvalued architectures and alternating 64 and 32 units in complex-valued architectures (see section 5). We applied no fixed parameter budget. We tested the models on MNIST digit classification, CIFAR-10 Image classification, CIFAR-100 image classification and Reuters topic classification. Reuters topic classification and MNIST digit classification use 64 units per layer, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 use 128 units per layer.
• Experiment 2: We tested MLPs with fixed budget of 500,000 real-valued parameters. The MLPs have variable width according to the depth and the parameters and are tested on MNIST digit classification, CIFAR-10 Image classification, CIFAR-100 image classification and Reuters topic classification. All tested activation functions are introduced in Section 6. We rounded the units in Equations 17 and 18 to the next integer.
We used the weight initialisation discussed by Trabelsi et al. [26] for all our experiments. To reduce the impact of the initialisation we trained each model 10 times. Each run trained the model over 100 epochs with an Adam optimisation. We used categorical or binary cross entropy as a loss function depending on the task. We used sigmoid(|z| 2 ) or so f tmax(|z| 2 ) as the activation function for the last fully-connected layer. Tables 5, 6 , 7, 8 show the results for MLPs with variable width according to depth and a fixed parameter budget of 500,000 real-valued parameters (experiment 2). In our experiments the achieved accuracy of complex-and real-valued multi-layer perceptrons are close to each other. Nevertheless, the real networks consistently outperform complexvalued networks and the complex-valued neural networks often fail to learn any structure from the data.
Complex-valued MLPs can be used to classify short dependencies (e.g MNIST digit classification) or a short text as a bag-of-words (e.g. Reuters topic classification). For the two image classification tasks CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 the results indicate that a complex-valued MLP does not learn any structure in the data. These two tasks require larger weight matrices in the first layer and weight initialisation is still a significant problem.
The best non-linearity in complex neural network is the rectifier linear unit relu applied to the imaginary and real parts, similarly to the real-valued models. Identity and hyperbolic tangents tanh outperform relu -particularly in the real-valued case. However, the results using the rectifier linear unit relu are much more stable. Despite the similarity of the activation functions |z| 2 and |z|, their performance in all tasks differ significantly. The magnitude |z| consistently outperforms the squared magnitude |z| 2 . In these classification benchmarks the activation function is the deciding factor for the overall performance of a given model. The activation may allow the network to recover from a bad initialisation and use the available parameters appropriately. An example would be the relu activation in CIFAR task of Experiments 1 and 2 (Tables 3, 4, 7, 8)
As expected, we observe that with a fixed number of neurons per layer (Experiment 1) and increasing depth, the complex-and real-valued accuracy increases. As we are increasing the total number of parameters, the model capacity increases. An exception here is Reuters topic classification where the performance decreases with increasing depth. When choosing the number of neurons per layer according to a given parameter budget (Experiment 2 using Equations 17, 18), the performance decreases significantly as model depth increases. In consideration with the results from Experiment 1, the width of each layer is more important than the overall depth of the complete network.
We observed that the performance variance between the 10 initialisations is very high. We hypothesized that weight initialisation in complex MLPs becomes much more difficult with increasing depth. Hence, their performance is highly unstable. We confirmed this by training a complex MLP (k = 2, tanh) with 100 runs (instead of 10 runs) on the Reuters classification task. The result shows a similar behaviour to the other results: The performance gap decreases Table 4 : Test accuracy of a multi-layer perceptron consisting of k + 2 layers each with 128 neurons (alternating 128 and 64 neurons in the complex MLP) and an output layer with c = 100 neurons on CIFAR-100 image classification task (Experiment 1). Selected best of 10 runs. Each run was trained for 100 epochs. Table 5 : Test accuracy of a multi-layer perceptron consisting of k + 2 dense layers with an overall budget of 500, 000 real-valued parameters on MNIST digit classification (experiment 2). The last layer consists of c = 10 neurons. Selected best of 10 runs. Each run was trained for 100 epochs. Table 6 : Test accuracy of a multi-layer perceptron consisting of k + 2 dense layers with an overall budget of 500, 000 real-valued parameters on Reuters topic classification (experiment 2). The last layer consists of c = 46 neurons. Selected best of 10 runs. Each run was trained for 100 epochs. Table 7 : Test accuracy of a multi-layer perceptron consisting of k + 2 dense layers with an overall budget of 500, 000 real-valued parameters on CIFAR-10 image classification (experiment 2). The last layer consists of c = 10 neurons. Selected best of 10 runs. Each run was trained for 100 epochs. Table 8 : Test accuracy of a multi-layer perceptron consisting of k + 2 dense layers with an overall budget of 500, 000 real-valued parameters on CIFAR-100 image classification (experiment 2). The last layer consists of c = 100 neurons. Selected best of 10 runs. Each run was trained for 100 epochs. if initialised more often. We found a test accuracy of 0.7748 in complex-valued case in comparison to 0.7978 in the real-valued case (Table 2 ).
Discussion
For many applications that involve data that has an interpretation on the complex plane (e.g. signals) complex-valued neural networks have already shown that they are superior [15] . All selected tasks in our work use real-valued input data. We observe that complex-valued neural networks do not perform as well as expected for the selected tasks and real-valued architectures outperform their complex version. This finding seems counter-intuitive at first, since every real value is just a special case of a complex numbers with a zero imaginary part. Solving a real-valued problem with a complex-valued model allows the model greater degree of freedom to approximate the function. The question why complex-valued models are inferior to real models for the classification of real-valued data arises.
In further examination of the training process we observed that the imaginary parts of the complex weights always follow the real parts of the weights. We show this behaviour representatively with two tasks in Figure 2 and Figure 3 .
We further investigate this behaviour with synthetic classification tasks in consideration of the information flow within a MLP. We create two synthetic classification task. Random complex data points x ∈ ¼ n are to be classified using a complex-valued MLP according to the quadrant of its sum n i=0 x i or if it is close to the origin (Figure 4) . Real data points x ∈ n follow. This is equivalent to a projection of the complex data points to ( Figure 5 ). We classify n = 10000 complex resp. real input with Gaussian noise σ = 0.2 and d = 25 dimensions using a complex-valued MLP with k = 2 hidden layers and with each m = 64 units per layer. Again, we observe that the weight initialisation is a significant problem. However, the complex model can reliably approximate the underlying complex or real functions achieving training accuracy of 0.981, test accuracy of 0.908. We observe that over the training process using complex input develops differently than for real input. Using complex input the real and imaginary parts develop independently and then reach convergence ( Figure 6 ). Training with real-valued synthetic data the magnitudes of imaginary parts follow the real parts very closely (Figure 7) . Independently of the initialisation, the real parts converge a few epochs before the imaginary part (between 3 and 5 epochs). We also tested non-linear and linear complex-valued regression approximating a real and a complex function. The imaginary part of the weights in a regression problem converges to zero or does not change if initialised with zero.
To explain the behaviour of the imaginary weights consider the computations of a complex-valued MLP combining two real weight matrices for a complex MLP in Figure 8 . We see that the real and imaginary parts of the weights act identically on the input in order to reach a classification. The classification is thus the average of two identical classifications. If in the training phase the averaged absolute values of weight's imaginary part follow those of the real parts, the imaginary part of the input is either distributed exactly the same way as its real part, or the considered task simply does not benefit from using complex-valued hypothesis.
Moreover, we observed that complex-valued neural networks are much more sensitive towards their initialisation than real-valued neural networks. This sensitivity increases with the size of the network. The weight initialisation suggested by Trabelsi et al. [26] can reduce this problem, but does not solve it. This initialisation method is a complex generalisation of the variance scaled initialisation by Glorot et. al. [11] . Other possible initialisations include the use of the random search algorithm (RSA) [31] . This requires significantly more computation. We eventually tried to mitigate the problem by running each experiment multiple times with different random initialisation. The initialisation of complex weights, however, is still a significant and unsolved problem and requires further investigation.
The unboundedness of the activation functions can cause numerical instability of the learning process. It can lead to a failed learning process (e.g. the gradient is practically infinite). If the learning process hits such a point in the function (e.g. a singularity), it is difficult to recover the training. It is avoidable by constraining a function, normalising weights or gradients. With increasing depth and structural complexity these options may be impractical due to their computational cost. Alternatively, this can also be prevented in the design stage by choosing a bounded and entirely complex-differentiable activation function. Finding such a function is difficult. Another possibility is to avoid the problem in practice by applying separate bounded activation functions (the same or different real functions) help overcome this problem. The rectifier linear unit is one of these functions. While not entirely real-differentiable we found the training process is much more stable and the performance improved. Despite the mathematical difficulties due the differentiability, we can practically transfer a lot of insights from the real to the complex domain.
In summary real-valued models pose an upper performance limit for real-valued tasks when compared to complexvalued models of similar capacity, because the real and imaginary parts act identically on the input. An investigation of the information and gradient flow, can help to identify tasks that benefit from complex-valued neural networks. In consideration of existing literature and our finding we recommend that complex neural networks should be used for classification tasks if the data is naturally in the complex domain, or can be meaningfully moved to the complex plane. The network should reflect the interaction of real and imaginary parts of weights with the input data. If the structure is ignored, the model may not be able to utilise the greater degree of freedom. It will most likely also require more initialisations and computational time due to the more complicated training process.
Conclusion
This work considers a comparison between complex-and real-valued multi-layer perceptrons in benchmark classification tasks. We found that complex-valued MLPs perform similar or worse for classification of real-valued data, even if the complex-valued model allows larger degrees of freedom. We recommend the use of complex numbers in neural networks if a) the input data has a natural mapping to complex numbers, b) the noise in the input data is distributed on the complex plane or c) complex-valued embeddings can be learned from real-valued data. We can identify tasks that would benefit from it by comparing the training behaviour (e.g. by the average absolute values) of real and imaginary weights. If the imaginary part does not follow the real parts general behaviour across epochs, the task benefits from assuming a complex hypothesis.
Other aspects to consider for the model design are activation functions, weight initialisation strategies and the tradeoff between performance, model size and computational costs. In our work, the best performing activation function is the component-wise application of the rectifier linear unit. We transfer many real and complex activation function by applying them separately on the two real parts, using Wirtinger Calculus or a gradient-based approach combined with strategies to avoid certain points. The initialisation described by Trabelsi et al. [26] can help to reduce the initialisation problem, but further investigation is required. Similar to many other architectures, the introduction of complex numbers as parameters is also a decision to trade-off between the task-specific performance, the size of the model (i.e. the number of real-value parameters) and the computational cost.
